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2) The development shall be carried out and completed in all respects in
accordance with the application dated 14.10.16 and the hereby approved
documents defined by this permission as listed below, except where varied by
conditions attached to this consent.
G5682.025 ‘Updated Red Line Boundary Plan’ (dated 22/12/2016)
A10-00-03 rev I ‘Proposed Site Plan’
A20-00-01 rev I ‘Ground Floor Plan, GA Plan’
A20-00-90 rev D ‘Gate House GA’
A20-01-01 rev F ‘First Floor Plan, GA Plan’
A20-02-01 rev C ‘Roof Plan, GA Plan’
A30-XX-01 rev H ‘Proposed Elevations, GA elevations’
BOD-WSP-00-GF-DR-S-200201 ‘Walney Helicopter Facilities Overall Site Plan’
BOD-WSP-00-GF-DR-S-200202 ‘Walney Helicopter Facilities Enlarged Site Plan’
BOD-WSP-00-XX-DR-S-200901 ‘Walney Helicopter Facilities Site View’
70016377-130 C002 rev A ‘Proposed Airfield Pavement Types’
70016377-130 C003 rev A ‘Apron Services’














Design And Access Statement, ref 5682.011
Land at Walney Island Airfield Cumbria Ecological Assessment, ref 5682.005
Reptile Survey Report & Translocation Method Statement, Project no:
70016377 V0.2.
Flood Risk Assessment and Drainage Strategy, ref 70016337-004-rev2
Phase 1 (Desk Based) Geo-Environmental and Geotechnical Assessment, ref
70016377-040-ISSUE2
Dong Energy O&M Helicopter Facility Walney Island Airfield Noise
Assessment, ref 5682.009
Walney Heliport Transport Statement, ref 70016377-TS1 Final
Walney Airfield UXO Desk Study & Risk Assessment, ref P5989-16-R1 rev A
Assessment Of Likely Significant Effects, ref 5682.008 v2
Addendum to Assessment Of Likely Significant Effect Report, ref 5682.016
Ground Investigation Report, ref 70016377-WOW03+04 Heliport-GIR_V2
Landscape And Visual Impact Assessment, ref 6141.001 V2.0
Bird Monitoring Plan, ref 5682.017 January 2017 Version 4.0

Reason
To ensure that the development is carried out only as indicated on the drawings
approved by the Planning Authority.
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From: Melissa Wilson
Sent: 14 February 2017 10:54
To: Barry Jesson
Cc: Pippa Doodson ; Kaylie Forbes
Subject: RE: 2016/0762 - Construction of an Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Heliport Facility
Hi Barry,
Apologies for the delay but further to your email below please find attached an updated
FRA and Drainage Strategy and Layout Drawing to show the Waste Water Treatment
system as the preferred option.
If you require any further information please let me know.
Kind regards,
Melissa
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17. – 2016/0882.

Comments from 44 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends approval for the above application, despite the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the Applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an Appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the Highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood / residential amenity will be
immense and adversely effect the residential amenity of neighbours by reason
of (among other factors):
Noise nuisance;
Overlooking from converted building;
Loss of privacy;
Increase in artificial lighting;
Unacceptably high density / overdevelopment of the property;
Effect of the development on the character of the neighbourhood; and
The development would adversely affect highway safety and the
convenience of road users due to the increased parking requirements, lack of
available parking space, increased vehicle movements at the junction of Park
Avenue / Back Abbey Road (particularly reversing manoeuvres), narrowness
of the back street to facilitate these movements and poor visibility when
exiting onto Park Avenue.
Highways Objection
To remind you, Highways initially objected to the plans, but then cancelled
their objection after a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do
the dangers identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just
because he misunderstood current planning policy? Furthermore, why remove
two additional occupants over and above the ‘permitted six’ as irrelevant?
Why not use that opportunity to refuse permission for eight? We are not
looking at two extra cars here, we are looking at six plus two. If the
Government thought that an eight person development should go through on
the nod, then the policy would have been written to cover this.
The current resident’s parking scheme for the area allows a maximum of two
permits per household. Therefore, it is the Council’s intention to re-write this
policy and allow additional permits for every household in the area? Does the
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Council intend to extend the current parking restrictions to the eastern side of
Park Avenue to accommodate the additional residents’ vehicles?
Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self-contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self-contained flat. This means there will be two residences
where previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the planning report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems to be struggling with what the house is now (a
four bedroom family home) and what it will become (a seven person HMO
populated by working professionals with a high probability of individual car
ownership and a self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely
be home to a couple).
Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. Eight unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then cars will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets as we have the Park on one
side, the railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy four-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between six occupants (six cars)
and eight occupants (eight cars), saying an increase of two cars is not
significant. If you were building two additional houses in the street, each
would come with a frontage, which could accommodate one vehicle length,
and possibly one off-street parking space. No off-street parking places are
being provided for this application. The short back street of Abbey Road /
Park Avenue is always fully occupied by vehicles and this end of the street is
in constant demand from employees at the Post Office, rail commuters and
the general public collecting parcels from the post office. It certainly would
make a significant difference, with additional congestion, dangerous parking
and increased noise from comings and goings.
The application has no off-street parking provision. Whilst it is within walking
distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be working
professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the residents may
walk to work, or use organised transport, how will they travel to and from their
main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multi-day/week shifts and
where has it been demonstrated that these additional vehicles could be
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accommodated? What parking surveys have been carried out to assess the
existing parking stress and the effect of the increased parking, as a result of
this proposal? What road safety assessments have been carried out on the
affected junctions, to determine the impact on pedestrian, cyclist and driver
safety?
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. Typical HMO houses are generally for very low
income residents who do have lower than average car ownership. However,
the Applicant has clearly stated that his target market is ‘working
professionals’. We know there is an influx of short-/medium- and long-term
contractors in the town, all of whom travel to Barrow-in-Furness, usually by
car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead base car
ownership levels on incorrect assumptions and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (i.e. 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop / left-turn lane outside the Post Office where you regularly
see queues of traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on
Abbey Road, a busy five-lane highway at this point. This demonstrates the
lack of concern these car users have for safety or traffic controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10-minute visit. This happens
already and eight additional cars will make things dangerously worse. We will
see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road, which is
already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to the
Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to five cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction. This is a major road safety issue and should be considered
further.
In summary, we believe the application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood / residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by eight unrelated adults (i.e. not a
family unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882.
Collective Objection from 144, 146, 148, 150, 152, 154, 156 Abbey Road
Barrow-in-Furness
“Having considered the content of the updated Planning Officer’s report, we
now have serious concerns regarding the standards and professionalism of
two of your key consultees, namely Highways and Private Housing/HMO
Licensing, and the procedure followed by the Planning Department.
It’s crystal clear from the Planning Officers Report that the Planning
Department has a real fear of an APPEAL, should the application be rejected.
The local residents believe that a poorly drafted, ill thought out report led to
initial approval and the Planning Department must now back their position,
and convince consultees to follow suit, at any cost to local residents.
The particular concerns we have are summarised below, and will be
addressed in more detail throughout this letter:
‐
Material concerns regarding the professionalism, accuracy and
impartiality of the Highways response, which is fundamentally flawed. We
note that the Planning Department was quick to correct Highways when
the initial objection was submitted, but subsequent, obviously flawed
responses have been accepted verbatim.
‐
Key policies were not replicated in the original committee report
‐
Correct weight not given to emerging policies
‐
Errors in the Application Form and Plan were not corrected prior to
determination (final number of residential units, roof lights, self-contained flat
etc)
‐
Photo appendices, comprising evidence of both parking congestion
and highway safety concerns, were not referred to in the report
Answering the questions we raise help satisfy us that the Planning
Department has gone about its business in the right way and followed the
proper procedure, relevant legislation and guidance, properly considering the
points we raise.
If we receive unsatisfactory answers, especially relating to procedure, and the
Application is approved, then we will refer the decision to the Local
Government Ombudsman.


PARKING

Once again, it seems that residents’ concerns are not being properly
addressed and we would like to raise the following:
1.
When asked for clarification on their stance after the January
Committee Meeting, the County Highways Officer offered up HMO car
ownership stats and other information copied directly from the PPP
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Network. The PPP Network is a privately owned, commercial group
(Platinum Property Partners, www.platinumpropertypartners.co.uk)
which sells franchise opportunities to those looking to invest in HMO
properties and argues the case for landlords who are struggling to
overcome planning objections. The Highways Officer simply cut and
pasted a block of unedited, unverified information direct from the PPP
website and presented it as his Professional Opinion. Are we really to
believe that this Application has been given the proper, professional and
impartial consideration we expect from Public employees, deemed to be
experts in their field?
2.
This HMO is specifically aimed at ‘professional working people’
(the Applicants own words at the January Planning Committee meeting, and
subsequently reported in the Evening Mail).
3.
The use of ‘typical HMO car ownership levels’ (as cited by
Highways/Platinum Property Partners) is therefore meaningless – typical
HMOs are not occupied by working professionals on short/medium/long term
contracts. The occupant profile of an HMO in Carlisle, the County
Highways HQ, will be very different to that in Barrow, where the influx of
out-of-town contractors looking for short term accommodation has
significantly changed the HMO demographic.
4.
In light of the above, can the Planning Office comment on the current
debate between HMO Managing Agents who are requesting multiple
residents’ parking permits per HMO (up to 19 for a single property in one
case) and the councillors who are rightfully resisting such a move? This
is clear evidence that car ownership in these new HMOs is much higher
than average. The typical occupant will drive to Barrow for work. They may
walk to work or carshare to travel between the HMO and workplace, and then
use their car to drive home at the end of a multi-day shift or a contract. This is
a real and current issue within the Council and forms better data than a
16 year old census or comparisons to the classic low-income HMO
inhabitant profile pulled from an HMO Franchising website!
5.
Parking in the area is already difficult. The residents parking bays are
regularly abused by a range of people, including those collecting parcels form
the post office and, for the last couple of months, the Applicants builders on
an almost daily basis. The visits by Traffic Wardens are so infrequent that
it’s almost a ‘no risk’ proposition to park in the residents’ bays. The
historic rate of visits by Traffic Warden was approximately once a month and
we believe this will reduce further after On Street Parking Services had their
resources cut to just 2 Wardens to cover Walney to Ulverston.
6.
There is no question of the backstreet ‘apparently’ being heavily used
for parking (see Planning Officers initial report) – a visit any day will show up
to 5 cars parked along there, blocking access to the garages to the rear of
156-144 Abbey Road, and causing congestion and high-risk hazards for
users of both pavement and road. This was backed by considerable
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photographic evidence, taken on different days at a range of times,
submitted with December’s objection letters. This evidence is yet to be
referenced in any Planning Report.
7.
The Planning Report states that issues raised by residents
predominantly relate to parking congestion. Predominantly yes, but not totally.
We clearly state that vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction which creates a number of high-risk hazards for pedestrians,
cars, bicycles and other road users.
8.
In light of the above, giving the go ahead of a minimum of 2
additional cars over and above the ‘permitted 6’ is not a trivial matter to
be taken lightly. If you lived in Park Avenue, or took seriously the volume of
letters, complaints and photographic evidence regarding congestion and
hazards from the local residents you would vote AGAINST this Application.
9.
The County Highways department, the key consultee in this decision,
are yet to properly understand the questions posed and continue to offer
a response based on either erroneous advice or poor understanding of the
situation.
For clarity:
Initial County Highways objection:
The proposal does not provide for vehicle parking facilities and would
therefore encourage additional parking on the highway, with consequent risk
of additional danger to all users of the road. To support Local Transport Plan
Policy: LD7, LD8
One day later, the County Highways retraction:
“I was not aware that from 1 October 2010, this requirement was removed for
all HMOs in England and a change in use for HMOs up to six persons is
permitted development. The question I was therefore asked was for the
additional single occupant. This impact of that will be negligible on the
surrounding network.”
This clearly shows that the Planning Officer asked Highways to comment on
PD of 6 plus 1 additional occupant. This is WRONG.
The application has always been 7 person HMO plus self-contained flat, a
total of 8 double rooms and 2 residences as a consequence of
subdivision.
The question has not been clearly put to Highways for comment. Until this
happens and a sensible, confident response comes back from Highways, then
we believe that approval of the Application is flawed.
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The February response from Highways, requested by the Planning
Committee, states the PD covers cover 7 bedrooms. This is WRONG.
PD covers 6 occupants, as per Resident’s letters and Planning Law.
If Highways are struggling to understand Planning Law, then the
Planning Department should talk them through the situation until a
proper understanding is reached, just as they did when faced with
Highways initial rejection of the proposals. Until this happens and an
original, verifiable and confident response comes back from Highways, then
we believe that approval of the Application is flawed.
In the February report, Highways state that 4 Park Avenue is a 5 bedroom
house and therefore the development does not represent intensification of
parking. This is WRONG. 4 Park Avenue is a 4 bedroom house as per the
Application, Residents’ objection letters and 2016 sales particulars (Farrell
Heyworth).
Until Highways gives an accurate and verifiable response, which truly reflects
the current situation, the proposed situation and considers the independent,
local evidence for likely car ownership, then we believe that approval of the
Application is flawed.
Parking summary:
For Highways to offer an objection, retract the next day after a call from the
Planning Officer who offered erroneous information, then to support the
retraction with yet more erroneous information, copied directly from an HMO
Franchising Opportunity website is UNPROFESSIONAL and WRONG.
We’ve never before seen an expert opinion, in either the public or private
sector, which contains such a number of fundamental errors. More alarming
is that Planning appears to accept these erroneous statements verbatim and
include in the report as support for their decision. Is this because the new
Highways answers are the ‘right’ answers from a Planning perspective?



AMENITY

We believe the scale of the conversion, both in terms of the number of
bedrooms, residential units and their size and architectural detailing
(floorplans) is inappropriate to the building, its character and location in a
purely residential area.
In the case of 4 Park Avenue, we believe that granting of a 7 person HMO
and self-contained flat is inappropriate both on grounds previously discussed
(parking and amenity) but also in terms of the future of the building itself
and its potential to return to a family home at some point in the future.
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The difference between a 6-person HMO and ‘7-person HMO and Flat’ is
not simply the question of a ‘couple of extra cars’…. To achieve the 8person outcome the property will be subject to major planning-related
changes, undergo a major strip out and rebuild, with an end product
completely out of character with the rest of the area.
As you see from the submitted plans, to achieve the number of bedrooms and
bathrooms for an 8 person residence, the house must be literally taken to
pieces, ‘sliced and diced’ and rebuilt cubicle style. 8 en suite bedrooms
over 4 floors (attic, floors 1 and 2 and the basement). The only 'normal'
residential space would be a small, shared living room and kitchen in the
basement.
Should the HMO license be revoked\relinquished in the future, the 8
person house would be incredibly difficult and costly to turn back into a
family home, potentially depleting housing stock and creating a
‘problem building’.
The plans for a 6 person HMO (allowable under Permitted Development)
would be much more in keeping with the size of the property and the
neighbourhood, requiring less 'slicing and dicing' of space and offering
better sized bedrooms and improved shared (and private) amenity
space. Should market forces change in the future, then the 6 person version
is much more easily converted back to a family home.
In addition, the approval of a 7 person HMO and double bed flat may require
a condition attached capping the number of occupants at 8. However,
Government policy clearly states that Planning Conditions must be
enforceable. It would be incredibly difficult in reality to check the number of
occupants to ensure the condition was properly enforced.
At the January Planning Committee meeting, even the Applicant's builder
seemed less than confident about the levels of natural light in the sole, small,
subterranean amenity space - he simply replied that the lightwell at the front
and the French doors at the back, plus a coat of light coloured paint, 'should'
bring in decent levels of light.
We suggest a visit to the basements of Number 2 and/or Number 6 Park
Avenue, each of which have either a front lightwell or window and
French Doors to the rear, to see the likely light levels.
Remember that that the basement of Number 4 will house a Kitchen/Diner,
small living room, Plant/Laundry Room, Bedroom and en suite
bathroom, with all the accompanying dividing walls, fire doors and lobby
areas which will block incoming light.


SUBDIVISION

The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
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previously there was one. The Plans submitted with the Application
contains errors, not corrected prior to determination or subsequently, in
that:
1.
the self contained flat was not identified as such
2.
the overall number of residences post development was stated as
ONE. It should of course be TWO. The Planning Officer stated this was an
oversight by the Applicant and was not considered material.
3.
The rooflight to the front of the building was acknowledged to be an
error by the Applicant. The revised plans contain the same front rooflight,
plus two additional rooflights to the rear.
We have all seen Planning Applications rejected in the past for lesser errors.
Why allow these errors in the Application, which cumulatively may well have
misled both Highways and HMO Licensing, and then gloss over the
inaccuracies in the Planning Committee meeting? Especially given the
Application has attracted such high level of objection from the
neighbourhood?
We note that the plans still show the skylight to the front of the building. This
is misleading to those in the HMO Department who also comment on amenity.
In normal circumstances, a small error like this could be dealt with by
condition, but given the number of other errors in the Application (not
making clear subdivision to create self-contained flat and also
understating the final number of residences) then we believe the
submission of a corrected plan to be appropriate so as not to mislead
the public or the consultees. We therefore believe that approval of the
Application is flawed.
Until the plans are corrected and resubmitted, then reviewed for comment by
the Consultees, we believe that approval of the Application is flawed.

Proper consideration of subdivision:
We believe that subdivision has not been adequately considered in the
Planning Report and not been highlighted to the Highways Officer, who
seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4 bedroom family home)
and what it will become (a 7 person HMO populated by working
professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership AND a
self–contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple). The Application was misleading and was not returned to the
Applicant for correction. The erroneous Application was knowingly put to
Highways for comment. We believe that feedback from a Key Consultee is
based on the provision of misleading information by the Planning Office. We
therefore believe that approval of the Application is flawed.


Sole and Main

We believe that the Housing Enforcement Officer, a consultee who gave
opinion prior to the necessity of HMO as Sole and Main residence being
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raised, did not fully understand the Housing Act and has given a view which
is potentially biased in favour of the Applicant.
During a telephone conversation regarding 'sole and main' in December 2016
with a Barrow Borough Council Licensing Officer (name available on
request), we discussed the Housing Act’s (2004) requirement ‘sole and main’
and she explicitly stated that '4 out of 7 nights was good enough for her'.
Good enough for the Licensing Officer perhaps, but not sufficient to satisfy
numerous tribunals where this has been tested and proven that 'sole and
main residence' is not purely measured on a time basis. This was then
confirmed by Chris Jones, Head of Private Housing.
The Applicant has stated that and HMO can offer ‘short and long term
tenancies’ – we have never disputed this, but bear in mind that the tenants
must view 4 Park Avenue as their Sole or Main residence. This is not a
condition to be considered lightly and has serious repercussions for the
occupants with respect to HMRC, Capital Gains, Tax Bills etc.
Neither is it a prerequisite for a C1 type Boarding House or Short Term Letting
Accommodation to have a permanent member of staff in residence. 4 Park
Avenue will provide serviced accommodation, allocating rooms to occupants
(rather than them choosing a place to live), cleaning bedrooms and communal
areas, providing and laundering bedlinen and towels, provision of WiFi, a TV
provided in every room… as per other commercial establishments in Barrow
that are occupied by professional workers.
The same Licensing Officer has visited the site in the past and has had
dialogue with the Applicant regarding his plans. The Applicant has been very
open with local residents regarding his plans to house contractors from, for
example, the wind farm and I assume he spoke freely on this as he walked
her around the site. It seems unlikely but, if the question of target market
wasn't asked during her site visit, then perhaps now is an appropriate time to
do so?



Planning and Consultees

The Planning Department may consider these issues with the quality of
consultees input to be ‘another Department’s problem’. But we see Planning
as the interface between developers and residents. The Planning Department
sits at the crux of these multi-departmental issues and we rely on the
Planners to ask pertinent questions and demand quality, professional
answers, just as the residents of Abbey Road are doing.
The residents of Abbey Road are not anti-development but we are against the
gross over-development of this property. If the Application is approved ‘as is’
then we foresee the building of an almost permanent problem for the
Applicant, the occupants, the local community and the Council.
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Refusal of the Application would still allow the Applicant to revert to the
fallback position of a 6 person HMO under permitted development and this
would minimise the problems of parking, highway safety, quality amenity and
preserve flexible, domestic housing stock.


Appeal

We read time and time again throughout both of the Planning Officers Reports
and in Highways response from retraction onwards, the regular mention of an
appeal should the Application be refused.
The Government’s Planning Portal states that ‘Planning control is the process
of managing the development of land and buildings. The purpose of this
process is to save what is best of our heritage and improve the infrastructure
upon which we depend for a civilised existence’.
The Planning Department is not there to simply head off a potential appeal
situation at any cost to the community.


Summary

We hope that the Planning Committee and the Planning Office review the
contents of this letter in the spirit of the above, rather than simply to defend
the Consultees questionable responses and the Planning Officers
recommendation that we have demonstrated was in part based on erroneous
information.
We thank you for the time taken considering the points we raise.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17. – 2016/0882.
Comments from 2 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
Final Comments on Planning Application 2016/0882: 4 Park Avenue, Barrow
• We would like to make the following additional comments on the above
application after having read the updated committee report. We hope the
points raised will be considered before the application is determined.
• We are concerned that Cumbria Highways have retracted their objection
based on a misunderstanding of the proposal and miscalculations of current
and future parking demand.
• A number of key saved and emerging planning policies have also not been
given sufficient consideration.
• Our view remains that the proposal, for a 7 bed HMO and self contained
flat, is contrary to paragraph 17 of the NPPF, saved Local Plan policy (B6)
and emerging Local Plan policies (DS2 and I6). Approval would also be
contrary to a number of appeals for similar proposals which have been
dismissed on similar grounds. This view takes into account the fallback
position of a HMO for 6 occupiers.
Residential Amenity
• The amount of comings and goings from 8 unrelated occupants (potentially
upto 16 occupants if rooms are shared), plus visitors, will be significantly
greater than that caused by a single household in a 4 bedroomed house,
particularly if the occupants work a variety of shift patterns and travel to work
separately. This is likely to lead to increased noise and disturbance which
will be detrimental to the amenities of neighbouring residents and will also
be harmful to the residential character of the area. There is also the issue of
overlooking which is raised elsewhere.
Residential Amenity - Planning Policy
• The updated committee report states that:
“In the case of this Council saved policy B6 is only of limited relevance
as it is framed in the context of sub-division to flats whereas there are
no emerging policies which are directly relevant.”
• We do not agree with this statement. Saved Policy B6 is wholly relevant as
the proposal involves the subdivision of the property to a self contained flat
and a HMO. The proposal is contrary to criterion 1 of this policy which
requires that:
“There is no detriment to the residential amenity of neighbouring
properties, especially with respect to the loss of privacy”.
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• Emerging Policy DS2 (Sustainable Development Criteria) is also relevant.
Criterion E states that proposals should respect “the residential amenity of
existing and committed dwellings, particularly privacy, security and natural
light”. Criterion F states that proposals should protect “the health, safety or
amenity of occupants or users of the proposed development”. The proposal
does neither.
• The NPPF is also a material planning consideration. Paragraph 17, includes
the following Core Planning Principle:
Proposals should “always seek to secure high quality design and a
good standard of amenity for all existing and future occupants of land
and buildings”.
• The proposal is contrary to this part of the NPPF as it fails to secure high
quality design and a good standard of amenity for existing (i.e. neighbours)
and future occupants of the proposed flat and HMO.
Residential Amenity - Relevant Appeals
• The impact upon neighbouring properties has been recognised by a number
of Inspectors who have dismissed appeals for similar proposals. Most of
these appeals relate to retrospective applications which provide evidence
that harm to residential amenity is likely to arise should the application be
approved. As well as those quoted in the committee report, the following
appeals should be considered:
APP/G1250/A/14/2217903 (Bournemouth, retrospective application for
change of use to a HMO) - DISMISSED
“Whilst I recognise that a single family dwellinghouse might have the
same number of occupiers as a Class C4 HMO the use of a property
as an HMO can manifest itself differently from use by a typical family
and affect the character of the area. The potential for increased
comings and goings and pressure for on street parking which may
arise has a detrimental impact on the residential character of the area.
There is a greater chance of poor management of waste due to the
transitory nature of occupancy associated with HMOs….the potential
levels of comings and goings and pressures for car parking mean that
the development is not compatible with the existing residential
character of the area.
I conclude that the development has the potential to cause undue harm
to the character and appearance of the area and does not accord with
the development plan.
Whilst not inevitable I consider that the levels of comings and goings
for a Class C4 HMO are likely to be more than generated by a typical
family and create the potential for noise and disturbance. The Appellant
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argues that there is no evidence of noise and disturbance and that the
references made by the Council are anecdotal. But it is clear from the
representations from local people that other HMOs in the area have led
to levels of disturbance which have harmed the living conditions of
neighbours and the current tenants might not be typical of future
occupants.
I conclude that the development has the potential to cause undue harm
to the living conditions of occupiers of nearby residential properties with
particular regard to noise and disturbance.”
APP/C2708/A/12/2186778 (Change of use from C2 to HMO, Keighley)
- DISMISSED
“However, with the change to a HMO, it can be anticipated that by the
nature of the proposed use, there would be a material increase in
noise levels and external activity because of the different `lifestyle’
of the residents; especially through the greater mobility of occupants
and greater activity during the evenings and early morning periods.
There is likely to be a significant increase in noise and general
activity with more comings and goings which could lead to
disturbance for neighbouring residents from car doors slamming,
engine noise, loud music and from inconsiderate conversations late
at night.”
Highways and Parking
• Existing and future parking problems have been covered extensively in
previous objections, however the latest comments received from Cumbria
Highways suggest that the Highway Officer has not understood the proposal
when retracting his initial objection.
• Firstly, the Highways Officer states that there will be no intensification in
terms of parking demand. We do not agree with this view which appears to
be based on a miscalculation of existing and future demand.
Fallback
Current demand
position
(Cumbrian Parking
(Permitted Guidelines)
Developmen
t)
Cumbria 7 bedrooms 5 bed house
Highways
3-4 spaces
Position
Correct 6 occupiers 4 bed house
position
2.5 spaces
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Future demand (HMO
standards based on
para. 1.3.4 of
committee report)

Conclusion

8 bed HMO
3-4 spaces

No intensification

I bed dwellinghouse (flat) Intensification
1.5 spaces (Cumbrian
Parking Guidelines)
plus 7 bed HMO
2-3 spaces

• Secondly, a large portion of the Highway Officer’s response (quoted in
paragraphs 1.3.6 to 1.3.9 of the committee report) is copied directly from an
article by property agency “Platinum Property Partners (PPP)” which the
Highway Officer has passed off as his own findings. The validity of the
information on car ownership in these paragraphs is therefore questionable.
The article can be found at the following link:
http://platinumpropertypartners.co.uk/articles/the-hmo-car-parking-debate/.
• PPP acts on behalf of property developers with HMOs. It is unknown which
appeal PPP are referring to in their article, the context of the appeal or
where the “PPP tenant network” area is. It is difficult to know how
comparable the figures are to the Barrow area as the “PPP tenant network”
could contain a high proportion of student HMOs which would affect car
ownership levels.
• Regardless of this, the applicant has stated at the committee meeting and in
the local press that his target market is “professionals” who are likely to have
greater levels of car ownership than the average HMO occupier, particularly
if they are contractors who will be travelling “home” at the weekends.
Highways and Parking - Policy
• The proposal fails to meet Criterion 2 of saved policy B6 which states that:
“adequate car parking facilities must be produced without placing an
unacceptable strain on the on-street parking facilities”.
• Paragraph 1.1.14 of the updated report states that emerging policy I6
(parking) “only has limited weight, as there is an objection to the draft
wording which must be considered by the Inspector”. This is incorrect as no
objections have been received to the policy, only a comment which supports
the stance it takes. This policy should therefore be given considerable
weight; the proposal is contrary to this policy.

Highways and Parking - Relevant Appeals
The following appeal decision is also a material consideration.
APP/D1780/C/11/2156569 (Change of use to HMO, Southampton) DISMISSED
“I have considered whether granting permission for occupancy by more
than 6 people would increase pressure on on-street parking. I note that
the property is close to the university and to bus routes, so that public
and other non-car means of transport are viable options. I also note
that parking in the area is controlled during the daytime. While there
were spaces available at the time of my site visit, I recognise the
potential for pressures that are reported to be evident at other times.
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While many of the current occupiers may not own cars, there would be
nothing to stop the nature of occupancy changing in future, with the
potential for increased pressure on parking in comparison to
occupancy by 6 individuals, or by a single household.”
Summary
Given the above, we believe that the application should be refused on the
following grounds:
• The development will unduly impact upon the living conditions of
neighbouring occupiers as the amount of noise and disturbance from
between 8 and 16 occupiers will be significantly greater than that
associated with the existing use. The proposal will also result in a loss
of privacy to the occupiers of no.2 Park Avenue. Approval would
therefore be contrary to paragraph 17 of the NPPF, saved Local Plan
Policy B6, emerging Local Plan Policy DS2 and Inspector’s decisions
elsewhere.
• The proposal makes no provision for occupiers’ or visitors’ parking. The
development would therefore increase pressure for parking in an area
which already suffers from significant parking problems. This is likely
to have an adverse impact upon highway safety through increased use
of the narrow, unlit back street and will have an adverse impact upon
residents’ amenity. Approval of the proposal would therefore be
contrary to saved Local Plan policy B6, emerging Local Plan Policy I6
and Inspector’s decisions elsewhere.
We consider a HMO for 6 occupiers, which would be allowed under permitted
development, could be more in keeping with the character of the area and
would give future occupiers of the property a better, more spacious standard
of accommodation.
Thank you.
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17. 2016/0882.
Comments from 6 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“We would like to object to the application submitted for the following reasons
versus the policy requirements:
POLICY B6
Subdivision of existing properties in residential areas to flats will be permitted
provided the following can be met:
i) There is no detriment to the residential amenity of neighbouring properties,
especially with respect to the loss of privacy;
The Planning officer has dismissed the overlooking into No. 6 Park Avenue by
5 separate adult families and claims this is no worse than having one family
living in the adjoining property. This cannot be justified in any way. Clearly
there is a detriment to amenity of the neighbouring properties as No 6 will be
overlooked by 5 separate adult families who will spend more time in their
rooms than normal because of the poor quality and size of the shared living
space. Ref: Liverpool appeal (attached), paragraph 21.
In addition I assume that a smoking area will be required outside the property
will also have a detrimental effect on the neighbouring properties.
The increased access and use of external areas for leisure and smoking at
the rear of No. 4 is not discussed and is also detrimental to the privacy and
health of No. 6.
ii) Adequate car parking facilities can be produced without placing an
unacceptable strain on the on-street parking facilities;
Parking has been well documented during the discussions on this application.
The latest report from the planning officer dismisses the effect this will have
on the residents of Park Avenue despite the many issues raised by those who
live in this street both in photographic evidence records of parking fines,
parking demarcation and surrounding parking options. It is naïve and
insulting of the Planning Officer and Highways to dismiss the issues increased
parking will create to those residents who live with the ongoing problems of
parking in Park Avenue as the current parking stands. This absolutely will
cause safety issues on the highways. To say that the dwelling will likely be
those on a lower income and therefore have reduced vehicles is based on an
assumption and not fact. The minimum of 8 to 16 vehicle increase MUST be
the consideration.
The Highways Officer also states "I am mindful that my Highway remit is much
narrower that the Planning remit in this matter. I cannot way inconvenience /
neighbour impact etc." The Planning Officer sites the Highways Officer
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position to justify parking not being a valid reason for objection. In addition
residents at the other end of Park Avenue also report parking issues.
In addition Highways site that this property could typically have the
requirement for 3 to 4 vehicles. This terrace has 7 houses and a further 7 on
Abbey Road. Taking the lower vehicle requirement for this size of property,
42 parking spaces are required to support this without visitors and public
parking and HMO's.
iii) The subdivision will not detract from the character of that area;
Both the Planning Officer and the Highways Officer site a case study from
another local authority which states " in my experience, accommodation of the
kind proposed tends to attract occupiers with lower-than-average levels," to
justify there is no issue from a parking perspective. The report then goes on
to maintain the character of Park Avenue will not be affected. Replacing a
family home with one which houses residents of a more transient nature will
indeed affect the character of the street, breaking up the community.
The skylight at the front of the property also remains on the new drawings
submitted, the applicant stated at the previous planning meeting that this was
an oversight and he was not going to change the look of the front of the
terrace in this regard. This also detracts from the character of the area and is
not in keeping with the other properties in Park Avenue.
iv) Adequate external and internal amenity space is provided;
Clearly the internal amenity space is not big enough for the residents housing
only 5 seats for a property which may house up to 16 adults. There are no
dimensions on the drawing and the impact on space from complying with fire
regulations and sound proofing are not detailed. It is difficult to assess if the
internal amenity space will be adequate without this information and should be
clarified before a decision is made. External amenity space is required for
waste disposal (not factored into the plans) and I assume a smoking area for
the residents of No. 4.
Lighting is to be improved in the lower ground floor of No.4 by an extended
light-well at the front. I would like to point out that the cherry tree in the
Garden of No 6 will obscure the light to this light-well when in full leaf during
the spring and summer months reducing amenity to residents of No. 4. The
applicant has previously made complaints about this matter to No 6.
In addition, when factoring the light to the amenity at the rear of No. 4 the
panel should be aware that No. 6 plans to build a semi-permanent structure,
in the form of a fence significantly higher than the current dividing wall, to help
with the privacy issues of No. 6 if this application is approved. This will also
be detrimental to the amenity available to the potential residents of No. 4 and
should be considered by the members.
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v) The conversion works retain the character of the building;
It is detailed in the Planning Officers report that Building regulations must be
complied with to progress with this development, however, despite the
extensive work already carried out there has been no application for Building
Regulations to date and no Party Wall agreements set up with the owners of
No. 2 and No. 6.
vi) There is adequate access from the residential units to both the front and
rear of the building;
There is no satisfactory access and egress at the rear of No.4 for this
business premises. The back street is un-lit and therefore not suitable for
increased access routes to the property.
In addition how is the occupant of the self contained flat going to gain
emergency exit from the third floor of the property? Should this not be a
consideration of the Planning Officers report and included on the application?
vii) Adequate capacity either exists or can be provided in relation to water
supply, foul and surface water sewerage and sewerage treatment.
I am surprised at the no comment from Environmental Health since water is
being pumped out of No. 4 Park Avenue daily. Has this been water been
tested by United Utilities or the Environment Agency to assess the identity
and composition of this waste water? This must also be a condition placed on
this application if approved including the noise impact from the pump upon the
residents of No. 4.
POLICY B12
Within the existing settlements of Barrow and Dalton and the residential
cordons outlined in Policy B12 below, the conversion of buildings to
residential accommodation will be permitted where the following criteria can
be met:
a) The building is structurally sound and capable of conversion without major
rebuilding, extensions or modifications to the existing structure, as
demonstrated
by the submission of a satisfactory structural survey;
It is detailed in the plans that the kitchen in the lower ground floor has a wall
with 2 sink areas and units; this adjoins No. 6 where a fireplace is located.
The adjoining chimney in No. 4 appears to be missing from the drawings.
This fundamental removal of the support for the chimney breasts above on 2
further floors needs to be reviewed by Building regulations (not yet applied
for) and I would suggest it would be prudent for a structural survey to be
carried out as a minimum prior to progressing with this development. The
work has already excavated the foundations, without Building regulation
involvement until No. 6 contacted the council. In addition, Party Wall
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Agreements have not been set up with the owners of No. 2 and No. 6. No
evidence of a structural survey has been supplied.

b) The building is served by a satisfactory access;
There is no satisfactory access and egress at the rear of No.4 for this
business premises. The back street is un-lit and therefore not suitable for
increased access routes to the property.
In addition how is the occupant of the self contained flat going to gain
emergency exit from the third floor of the property? Should this not be a
consideration of the Planning Officers report?
c) Water supply, foul and surface water drainage and sewage treatment
facilities are readily available on site or can be provided;
While domestic waste from a family home is installed, no reference to a
survey on the impact of the additional bathroom facilities is detailed or
referenced in the report.
d) The scale of the conversion, both in terms of the number of units and their
size and in terms of architectural detailing is appropriate to the buildings, their
character and their location.
It is impossible discuss this application in terms of the size of the units as
there are no room sizes included in the plan submitted. The additional sound
proofing and fire regulation requirements also need to be shown on the
application in order to make an assessment. The 8 units in this family home
is clearly an overdevelopment of this Victorian building, of which it appears
most of its original features have already been destroyed.

Summary
As a resident adjoining No. 4 Park Avenue we find it rather insulting of the
Planning Officer and Highways to trivialize the issues this will cause to
particularly the aspects of privacy, parking and the detrimental effect this will
have on the character and community of Parkside made with blasé
assumptions, supposition and tenuous facts. I feel the report from the
Planning Officer and Highways are regrettably, of a poor standard and its
recommendations fundamentally flawed. Policies B6 and B12 are clearly not
met by this application or have not been fully investigated, the second report
from the Planning Officer reads more like a reluctance to change view in any
area rather than a balanced review of the facts and objections made, making
its recommendations invalid. For this reason I feel the members should not
consider this report when reviewing this application.
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Recommendations
The proposal remains contrary to both current and emerging Local Plan
Policies and should be refused, however, if the members do allow this
application, I request that the following conditions to the application be
applied:


A full structural survey of No. 2, 4 & 6 are carried out prior to any further works
being carried out.



Building Regulations are regularly in contact with the Builders at No.4 and any
required applications are submitted.



The plans are updated to detail the requirement for both fire proofing and
noise abatement and this is regulated by Building Regulations.



Any Party wall Agreements required are requested, consultation and required
permissions are confirmed with No. 2 & No. 6 Park Avenue.



An extension of the resident's only parking area is extended at the Abbey
Road end of Park Avenue to accommodate the additional parking
requirements.
United Utilities or the Environment Agency test the water being pumped out of
No. 4 and test for Biochemical oxygen demand (BOD) and chemical oxygen
demand (COD) and UV Disinfection to confirm the quality of the water being
discharged into the drainage system.
Thank you for your consideration.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17.- 2016/0882
Comments from 26 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness received 16.02.17
“I would also like to raise the issue of parking in conjunction with lighting. The
lighting in Park Avenue has been substantially reduced by the Council with no
lights on the park side of the road (i.e. non-resident side) whatsoever. If there
are more cars in the street there will definitely not be enough residential bays
which, in turn, will force families, with young children, to park on the opposite
unlit road, possibly yards away from their residence, and navigate a busy road
with through traffic with insufficient lighting. This poses a serious health and
safety risk to residents, in particular young children and is an accident waiting
to happen. Why increase this risk by forcing residents to park further afield.”
I would also like to point out that the Council saw fit to introduce resident
parking in Park Avenue, due to the number of cars already parking there and
the issue this was causing residents and yet they now want us to accept the
fact of a large number of further cars being allowed to park.
I also object strongly to the fact that renovations and work has already begun
on 4 Park Avenue when a definite decision has not been made.
Please see my letter below for further objections.”

Comments from 26 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness dated 13.02.17
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends Approval for the above application in spite of the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Highways Objection
The Highways Department initially objected to the plans but then cancelled
their objection after a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do
the dangers identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just
because he misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2
additional occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? We are
not looking at 2 extra cars here, we are looking at 6 plus 2.
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Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with en-suite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the Planning Report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4
bedroom family home) and what it will become (a 7 person HMO populated by
working professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership and a
self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple).
Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
Parking
Planners appear to be saying if there are no spaces then cars will disperse
and park elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated,
much of Park Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the
Park on one side, the Railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4lane highway with double yellow lines.
The Application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents may walk to work, or use organised transport, how to they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? Obviously by car.
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop outside the Post Office where you regularly see queues
of traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a
busy 4-lane highway. This demonstrates the lack of concern these car users
have for safety or traffic controls and a lack of foresight on behalf of the
Planning committee.
We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to
the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to 5 cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction.
I would also like to raise the issue of parking in conjunction with lighting. The
lighting in Park Avenue has been substantially reduced by the Council with no
lights on the park side of the road (ie non-resident side) whatsoever. If there
are more cars in the street there will definitely not be enough residential bays
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which, in turn, will force families, with young children, to park on the opposite
unlit road, possibly yards away from their residence, and navigate a busy road
with through traffic with insufficient lighting. This poses a serious health and
safety risk to residents, in particular young children and is an accident waiting
to happen. Why increase this risk by forcing residents to park further afield.
The reason for the council instigating residents parking was to allow residents
to park nearer their homes by passing this application you are forcing
residents to park further away with significant difficulties and risk.
I strongly object to the proposal to turn 4 Park Avenue into a HMO.
Please confirm receipt of this letter by return email.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882
Comments from 46 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I would like to register my objection to the subject Planning Application. The
basis of my objection is the inadequacy of facilities for parking, turning and
loading in the area; a reduction in highway safety that will result from the
proposed development and the failure to provide a traffic management
strategy which will be needed if this precedent is allowed to be set. The
details of my objections are as follows:
Precedents, Hotel Size Parking Issue and Bed-Sit Land
There is the issue of setting a precedent. If this application is approved, then
as the other terraced houses on Park Ave come up for sale, they will be less
attractive to private residents and in any case, landlords will be able to outbid
private buyers safe in the knowledge that they will get planning permission
from the council. If six of the houses turn into HMO’s, then this could put 48
additional parked cars on the street. Would the council approve the building of
a 50 bedroom hotel that did not have dedicated parking? Of course it would
not and yet if the council approves this application, then that will be what it will
have set in train.
It won’t happen overnight but probably within 5 years, most of the large
terraces will have been sold and lower Park Avenue will have been turned into
bed-sit land with no parking. Two years after that, the professionals will be
leaving town because the Dreadnought programme won’t need them. The
parking issue will be solved however because the replacement residents will
not be the car owning type. For reference, Vanguard Class cut steel in 1985,
the redundancy programme started in1992
Parking Related Stress and the “Look of the Neighbourhood”
I live on Park Avenue towards the top of the hill – far enough away, you would
have thought, to be unaffected by parking issues. This is not the case. Most of
the neighbours operate a policy of “one car in front of your own house” and
are very respectful of this. Households based on families are able to apply
such principles because they are a family and have rules that apply to the
family. With an HMO, there will be eight individuals doing their own thing.
One neighbour however, who has since moved on, repeatedly parked his van
in front of my house to avoid the, typically 50 metre, walk from the nearest
free parking spot. You have to experience the frustration and stress of not
being able to park outside your own home, for which you have paid a lot of
money when you have a reasonable expectation to do so. Eventually, I
politely asked him not to do this. I was threatened with violence and he glibly
advised me that he had two residents parking passes and he would park his
vehicles where he wanted. My reaction to this was to move my gate post and
widen the drive; I now park in my front garden.
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I would imagine that every resident of lower Park Avenue will consider
knocking down their garden walls if the council will let them. That would most
certainly transform the look and feel of the street.

Safety Reduction
This option brings safety issues with it however. Park Avenue is used as a
“rat-run”. The 20 mph speed limit is not enforced and the majority of traffic
seems to treat it as a challenge to see if they can get over the speed humps
without slowing down. So reversing out of the drive will be hazardous – but
forced on the residents if this HMO goes ahead.
There is another hazard that needs to be considered also. If you live there
and there are no other spaces on the street, you will try to park in a space that
is difficult to get into. I have to turn right onto Park Avenue from Abbey Road
daily, in front of the oncoming traffic. Perhaps once a month, I make the turn
and the road hasn’t cleared because somebody is trying to get into or out of a
small parking space. Or perhaps a delivery vehicle that couldn’t park at all is
blocking the road. Eventually there will be an accident when the car turning
right gets hit by an Abbey Road car.
The Train, Lack of Shipyard Parking and Park At The HMO All Week
I work in the shipyard with the type of “professionals” that the property owner
is targeting. Very few of them use the train. This is because unless their “real
home” is within a short distance of a railway station then it is far more
convenient to drive. I consulted a group of about 20 mainly Rolls Royce and
MoD personnel this morning. Not a single person in that group comes to
Barrow on the train.
You should also understand that the parking pressures in the shipyard mean
that there are no new parking passes being issued. If you live on Park
Avenue, there is little point in driving to Barrow Island spending 10 minutes
looking for a space and then parking at Cornmill Sidings. You would leave
your car at “home”. Most of the town centre “transient professionals” walk to
work. Even I do this when large transport moves put pressure on internal
parking. If I did not have a Universal Pass I would walk to work. That is what
the residents of the HMO will do. Existing residents drive to wherever they
work every day, but they won’t be able to return to park outside their own
house. On Monday morning, the HMO residents, with flexible hours will turn
up around 9:00am and park their cars for the week.
My Experience in an HMO
35 years ago, I lived in a small street in Aigburth, a lovely area of Liverpool, in
a large Victorian house that had been converted into an HMO. Next-door-butone was also an HMO. There were 8 bedsits in each building. Almost
everybody had a car. Most people worked at the same place. You could walk
to work, and had to walk because there was no parking when you got there.
So from Sunday evening until Friday afternoon, the grass verges and
pavements were littered with cars that didn’t move. No one gave a monkey’s
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about the residents. Cars everywhere. Life for the residents must have been
awful. I drove down the same street in 2015. All of the large houses were now
clearly HMO’s and looked pretty scruffy. The whole place looked a bit seedy.
The Merchant Navy Officers college shut 20 years ago. Parking was no longer
an issue because it seemed the residents were no longer the car owning
type.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17 - 2016/0882
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“Just a thought, as we the neighbours still do not know if the proposed rooms
at 4 Park Avenue will be single or double rooms because there are no
measurements on the plans shown to us, the possibility is that there could be
up to 32 cars allowed to park from one house as there could be 16 people
living at one address. Is this fair, allowing 32 cars to be parked on an already
busy road from one house? Is this what we can expect from one domicile.16
people in one house none of whom will pay council tax with the ability to park
32 cars on one side of the road. You might as well close the park put up new
houses and deny everyone the amenities in this area. The council has plenty
of photographic and anecdotal evidence that Park Avenue is already a busy
road for through traffic and parking, allowing up to 32 more cars to park here
will cause danger, never mind chaos for the residents. As asked before under
freedom of information act 2000 we need a copy of why Park Avenue was
allowed residents only parking, as this will show the council must have
thought Park Avenue is a busy street for through traffic and parking , with out
the addition of an extra 16 to 32 cars clogging up the road. Will the council
take responsibility for the potential danger this will cause? if the council does
take responsibility, what action will you take to prevent this travesty. If the
council does not take responsibility for this travesty why not? We as residents
need better communication and information on the planning process. It is at
the moment like catching smoke in a bag full of holes. We don't know how
many people will be allowed to live at number 4. We do not know if the council
has taken into account that the planning control is not for a C3 to C4
conversion, but a C3 to Sui Generis conversion, with completely different
planning controls permissions needed. We the residents do not know the
socio economic demographic of the potential residents at number 4 Park
Avenue. As stated in previous Emails there are different rules and regulations
depending on the nature of the potential residents. Who will be responsible for
the vetting of the potential residents. Will it be the owner, if so has he had a fit
and proper person investigation done? if not why not? it is part of the councils
responsibilities. If it is a third party responsible for the potential residents, are
they a fit and proper person/company? Do they know the regulations
concerning a Sui Generis premises? Do they know the different regulations
for people with disabilities rather than people without disabilities? Do they
know that a HMO HAS to be a persons main residence? Will the council make
sure that in every case when a potential new resident is accepted, all the
correct rules and regulations are adhered to? Again because it is the councils
responsibility to do this, it will be the council that will be held responsible by
the neighbours for all infractions of the rules and regulations. We as residents
and owners of our houses have to abide by council regulations, there fore a
Sui Generis HMO will have to be regulated with equal if not greater scrutiny.
Greater scrutiny because as stated before in other Emails the dangers of
death in a Sui Generis HMO are far greater than in a C3 residence.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882
Comments from 90 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I object strongly to the proposal of the application to turn Number 4 Park Avenue into an 8 person
House of Multiple Occupation. After spending all our lives building and caring for our home we
already have difficulty parking our cars and as I am now disabled parking space is essential. Due to
extra cars being left on the park side where people leave there to go into work in town, on these
issues I am totally against the proposal.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882.
Comments received regarding 2016/0882, no address provided
“I would like to object to the proposed development of number 4 Park Avenue.
I believe this will be turned into 8 flats.
My concerns are the impact this will have on parking. There is already a major
problem with parking on this street, even with resident only parking on one
side. The street is always full with post office workers, people commuting by
train and general town users.
Even with the residents parking only, it does not stop non residents parking all
day and as it is very rare to see a traffic warden, they get away with it.
To potentially add up to another 16 cars wanting to park, this will create a
huge problem to existing residents. This will cause an unnecessary traffic
safety problem and potential accidents.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17.- 2016/0882.
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“The council must think there is a problem with parking on Park Avenue as
we, as residents have residents only parking. There must have been an
investigation into this situation when the council granted residents only
parking. I therefore ask under the freedom of information act 2000 a copy of
the relevant research done at the time that allowed residents only parking on
Park Avenue.
Since the "residents only" parking was allowed on Park
Avenue the increase in car ownership and the use of cars has increased in
Barrow as well as the country. This implies that if there was and still a need
for residents only parking on Park Avenue the possible increase of up to 16
extra cars from one residence would put an unfair burden on the local
amenities. At present only 2 cars per household are allowed to park on the
residents side of the street. it appears that an unfair advantage will be given to
potential residents who have never invested in the local housing market, who
pay no council tax will have better rights than those already living on the street
all paying council tax. I know many households on Park Avenue have at least
three cars, but are only allowed to park two cars on the residents side of the
road, yet the council will allow under this potential development up to
SIXTEEN cars from one residence to park outside our homes. This does not
take into account any visitors to the street, and those who already park on the
park side of the street. The people who park on the park side of the street
tend to be local people and work locally, e.g. post office workers, shop
workers and the elderly who find the locality close to town convenient for their
needs. There is also a lot of family parking on the park side for people using
the park, a local amenity, who will have great difficulty finding alternative
parking, again these people will be council tax payers unlike the potential
residents of the HMO. There tends to be a lot of people who park only for ten
to twenty minutes to pick up parcels at the post office on Abbey Road. At
present if there is no parking on the park side they park on the residents side.
If there is no parking on this street it will not stop cars looking for a parking
space, thus causing more potential traffic driving up and down the street
looking for a parking space increasing the potential for accidents and illegal
parking.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17.- 2016/0882
Comments from 66 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“We strongly object to the recent application to turn No.4 Park Avenue into a
HMO.
Parking has always been an issue to the residents of Park Ave, due to people
with no thought for residents, who go to work in Town or
Postal workers & those that travel by train to Sellafield but don’t want to pay
the parking charges at the station.
Added to this when events are organised at Barrow Park with no thought as to
where hundreds of visitors are to park their vehicles. Frequently
At these events the people park over drive ways blocking residents in.
The parking in the street at times can be horrendous. A further 8-16 cars/
vans would only add to the parking problems that residents encounter
On a daily basis.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17.- 2016/0882.
Comments from 61 Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness
“I write having been made aware of a recent application to convert No 4 Park
Avenue into an 8 person House of Multiple Occupation.
I am very concerned about this, primarily because of the very real and
increasing traffic and parking problems it would create in this area.
I live at 61 Abbey Road which is more or less opposite Park Avenue and
within a row of 10 terraced houses. The majority are family homes. At one end
of the block is a popular and busy car wash. At the other end is a property
which is run as a bed and breakfast.
None of the houses have driveways and we are therefore reliant on being
able to park on either West View Road or Hibbert Road or in the back alley
behind the house. We do not have the advantage of those who live on Hibbert
road who are issued with parking permits. We therefore have to rely on the
availability of parking on the station side of Hibbert Road.
We have been advised not to park our cars behind the house at night as it
makes them vulnerable to criminal damage. We have had 3 incidents of this.
Even when parking on Hibbert Road at night, cars have been damaged.
Contractors who generally stay at the bed and breakfast will often park behind
the houses on Abbey Road both at night and during the day as they are
unable to park on West View Road or Hibbert Road. They will very often block
our back get making access difficult with a bike and sometimes impossible.
We are often unable to park behind our own house in order to when we are,
for example, unloading the car. A couple of the residents have mobility issues
and access is required at all times form the rear of the property. This is often
made more difficult by the people parking there all day.
It is difficult to park in the area during the day. If I have managed to park on
Hibbert Road overnight, the moment I move my car at 7am, the parking space
is taken by those who park on the unrestricted Hibbert Road area in order to
get the train to Sellafield or who park there to walk into town and avoid
parking charges. Cars will be parked in our back street all day in the event
that they are unable to park on Hibbert Road. The congestion is difficult,
particularly when the refuse needs to be collected and is compounded when
there are skips in the back alley and cars coming and going from the car
wash. There have been times when I have returned home during the day and
have been unable to park at all.
The Christadelphian Church congregation often park on both sides of Hibbert
Road and on the double yellow marked area on a Sunday which causes
potential problems during busy car washing periods.
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The area is at saturation point when it comes to resident parking which has to
compete with other members of the community wanting to park free of charge.
The proposed site for the HMO is directly opposite Hibbert Road. There is no
doubt in my mind that if there were a number of other cars that need to park it
would inevitably have an impact on this area. It is a busy junction and more
cars are likely to have an impact on the already difficult position and also the
safety of the junction.
I would be grateful if this could be noted when considering the application.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17.- 2016/0882.
Comments from 10 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness Cumbria
“We are bitterly disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee
Meeting report which recommends Approval for the above application in spite
of the vast amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to
the problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the Applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an Appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the Highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, and ourselves by
reason of (among other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from
converted building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting, safety and
flood risk.
Highways Objection
Highways initially objected to the plans but then cancelled their objection after
a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do the dangers
identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just because he
misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2 additional
occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? Why not use that
opportunity to refuse permission for 8? We are not looking at 2 extra cars
here, we are looking at 6 plus 2. If the Government thought that an 8 person
development should go through on the nod, then the policy would have been
written to cover this. As some of these rooms are possibly multi occupancy,
this will increase the amount of vehicles needing parking from one dwelling.
How is this going to be policed? Excluding the potential of 2 permitted
vehicles being parked in the permit area, there will still be a significant number
of extra vehicles being parked on the other side, which is already full of
vehicles from people parking here going into town, and the station, some
vehicles are left for long periods which would suggest the owners have gone
away. People use the park facilities which further decreases parking. Many of
the individuals who will be occupying number 4 Park Ave , will be workers
who have work vehicles such as transit vans, which can measure between
15-16ft in length, this may not sound relevant, however 5 -6 of these type of
vehicles will cover a significant distance.
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Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residents where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the Planning Report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4
bedroom family home) and what it will become (a 8 person HMO populated by
working professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership and a
self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple).
Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. 8 unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then cars will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the Park on one
side, the Railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between 6 occupants (6 cars) and 8
occupants (8 cars), saying an increase of 2 cars is not significant. Try living
here. It certainly would make a significant difference, with additional
congestion, dangerous parking and increased noise from comings and
goings. As mentioned previously, it is an assumption that these will be cars,
there may transit vans as well.
The Application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents may walk to work, or use organised transport, how do they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? The odds are by car.
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. The typical HMO houses very low income residents
who do have lower than average car ownership. However, the Applicant has
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clearly stated that his target market is ‘working professionals’. We know there
is an influx of short/medium and long term contractors in the town, all of whom
travel in, usually by car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead
base car ownership levels on incorrect assumption and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking, which is not policed adequately. If there are no
spaces here they are more likely to park in the bus stop outside the Post
Office where you regularly see queues of traffic, parked on double yellows
outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway. This
demonstrates the lack of concern these car users have for safety or traffic
controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10 minute visit. This happens
already and 8 additional cars will make things dangerously worse.
We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted
from a neighbour, to the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up
to 5 cars, but these have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of
this backstreet, reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park
Avenue close to a main junction.
There is no lighting at the back of Park Ave, adding to the lack of safety, as a
quiet residential area, with young families, how can it be guaranteed that
the potential residents of number 4 are not a risk to others? The residents are
a close community, and are fearful of this prospect.
Although we live 3 doors up from the HMO, from a structural basis, and with
the cellar being disturbed at number 4, this will no doubt damage foundations
around the area as well as number 2 and number 6, and could have an
impact on number 8 and in turn, number 10. It is Victorian, character home,
which has already had much of its originally features ripped out. How is
turning it into a HMO retaining this character???
In summary, we believe the Application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood/residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by 8 unrelated adults (i.e. not a family
unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.
We strongly hope our views are considered and not vaguely overlooked.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17. 2016/0882
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“Could the council answer whether the proposed separate flat at 4 Park
Avenue be liable to a separate council tax bill, as they have there own
facilities. Surely this is a separate accommodation and will be liable for council
tax? if not why not, in a block of flats each flat pays a separate council tax bill
as they have their own facilities. The other potential renters will have theirs
paid by the owner as they have shared facilities.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“The car parked outside my home all day and night finally left on Sunday
morning. The council did not send a traffic warden on Saturday. On Sunday
the car was allowed to park in front of my home. If the potential HMO does go
ahead will the council make sure a traffic warden is sent to Park Avenue at
least twice a day, seven days a week, 365 days a year to avoid potential
trouble parking and change the Sunday parking regulations, to avoid me and
my neighbours having to deal with the potential extra people wanting to park
on this street?. Or will the council expect the police to sort out the mess
caused by this HMO. I did leave a message on the drivers car not to park here
again, and pointed out the council parking sign behind his car, I found the
message screwed up on the floor. There will be a potential 16 extra cars
parked on this side of the street. Then with the potential visitors cars parked
on the street, parking for the present home owners and families will be even
more difficult than it is now. As stated in other Emails the council is not
allowing the people who are objecting to this proposal know the full facts. As a
planning department surely ALL facts about the potential HMO need to be
seen and scrutinized by those who object to the proposal. We do not know the
size of the rooms, we do not know if there is enough natural light in the
kitchen and bathrooms. The council has not taken into account the different
rules and regulations on the type of potential tenants. There are different
regulations for people with social difficulties, including learning disabilities,
drug or alcohol dependency compared with tenants without social disabilities.
As stated before the council also are using the wrong planning permission for
the premises, as the house is not changing from C3 use to C4 it is Sui
Generis, meaning of its own. This is because the potential home is for more
than 6 people and the house is at least 3 storeys high. Surely this should have
been brought up by the council planning department, not a lay person with no
training. If the planning department did not know this, what else of does the
council not know about planning permission for HMO's? One councillor asked
about natural light in the kitchen and there was no definitive answer, once
again without any training I found out there is a minimum lighting
standard that needs to be achieved. Once again surely the planning
department should have had an answer? I have also forwarded the
Government statistics on deaths in HMO's to you, unfortunately I could not
find out the dangers for neighbouring properties. Surely the planning
department needs to find out these statistics, inform the neighbours and
objectors and take the findings in to account before accepting a proposal for a
large HMO being built between two family homes. As these objections will be
in the public domain; if there is a fire in the future in the HMO, and the
neighbouring properties, and more importantly the people living in them are
affected it is you personally and the planning department who will be
responsible for the potential deaths and damage. In other words if you and
planning department have not looked into the danger for the neighbours of
this potential HMO, the council will be liable as the question has been asked
about the dangers and not dealt with.”
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Extra Information, Planning Committee 21st February 2017 – 2016/0882
The Occupier, 56 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends Approval for the above application in spite of the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the Applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an Appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the Highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Highways Objection
To remind you, Highways initially objected to the plans but then cancelled
their objection after a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do
the dangers identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just
because he misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2
additional occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? Why not
use that opportunity to refuse permission for 8? We are not looking at 2 extra
cars here, we are looking at 6 plus 2. If the Government thought that and 8
person development should go through on the nod, then the policy would
have been written to cover this.
Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the Planning Report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4
bedroom family home) and what it will become (a 7 person HMO populated by
working professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership and a
self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple).
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Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error. This is an area for families not HMO's
Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. 8 unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then cars will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the Park on one
side, the Railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between 6 occupants (6 cars) and 8
occupants (8 cars), saying an increase of 2 cars is not significant. Extra cars
will also have a knock on effect right the way up Park Ave, it is hard enough
as it is at the moment to get parked even with the resident permit disc.Try
living here. It certainly would make a significant difference, with additional
congestion, dangerous parking and increased noise from comings and
goings.
The Application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents may walk to work, or use organised transport, how to they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? The odds are by car.
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. The typical HMO houses very low income residents
who do have lower than average car ownership. However, the Applicant has
clearly stated that his target market is ‘working professionals’. We know there
is an influx of short/medium and long term contractors in the town, all of whom
travel in, usually by car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead
base car ownership levels on incorrect assumption and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop outside the Post Office where you regulary see queues of
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traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a
busy 4-lane highway. This demonstrates the lack of concern these car users
have for safety or traffic controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10 minute visit. This happens
already and 8 additional cars will make things dangerously worse.
We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to
the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to 5 cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction.
In summary, we believe the Application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood/residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by 8 unrelated adults (ie not a family
unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882.
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“The car illegally parked outside my home is still there at 14-00gmt. It has not
got a parking ticket on, as the council has not sent a parking attendant to Park
Avenue. With the application for 4 Park Avenue there will be potentially
an extra 16 residents cars on this side of the road. As the park side of the
road is already full, where are the current residents supposed to park. At
present the neighbours try to be as accommodating as possible with each
other. With the potential of an extra 16 cars on this side of the road from
people with no investment in the area, (home owners have invested time and
money to make sure their homes look good) the potential for trouble is very
likely. This does not take into account any friends or relatives who visit
either us the present residents, or the potential residents at 4 Park Avenue.
As the council does not regulate the parking properly at present, the situation
will only get worse. Will the council, in future, if the proposal goes through,
regularly send parking attendants to this street as a matter of course? if so
has the cost of the extra service been looked in to? how much will this
cost? Or will you expect the police to act on our behalf. If you leave it to the
police, what would the potential cost be to the council tax payers of Barrow
be?
The proposer stated the "tenants" will be able to sit out in the
"garden", surely the "garden" will have the extra bins needed to accommodate
up to 16 residents. Will there be extra bin collections for 4 Park Avenue, or will
the neighbours next to the proposed HMO have to see and smell the extra
waste for the week. Once again when walking past what was called
Spearshead Hotel, there is often rubbish on the floor inside the gate and
outside the gate at the side. As stated before, this is a family oriented street,
the potential for trouble and distress to the neighbours with an extra 16 people
in one residence is very high. The new tenants will not be paying council
tax per person, so as current residents can we have our council tax bill
reduced as we will in effect be subsidising their use of our facilities? Also will
not the "garden" be taken up with a fire escape for the upper resident?
At busy times of the day Park Avenue can be used as a "rat" run
from one side of town to the other. "If" there are an extra 16 cars trying to
park in an already busy street the potential for accidents will increase. Has
this potential risk been taken into account? When there are special events in
the park, the Poppy parade, fun days in the park, Barrow carnival, Park
Avenue is one of the main parking areas, where will these people park. At the
last "Fun in the Park" I was unable to drive up Park Avenue for over half an
hour as there were trucks blocking the road trying to turn into the park. With a
potential 16 cars trying to get onto Abbey Road, what problems would that
provide?”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17 - 2016/0882.
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“The car illegally parked outside my home is still there at 1-30 pm. As the
council do not send parking officials out with an extra 16 cars, how are you
going to stop other cars parking on the residents side of the street. The
council obviously doesn't protect the current residents, so the problem with a
HMO will only make the situation worse.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882
Comments from 22 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“Please find attached pictures of a car with out a resident parking permit
outside my home on the 11 February 2017 at 9-20 in the morning. You want
to allow an extra 16 residents parking on this side of the street, plus friends
and family cars on the opposite side of the road. Where are they going to
park, the middle of the road? In the park? The applicant said he has never
had trouble parking, I say he is not telling the truth.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882.
Comments from 24 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends Approval for the above application in spite of the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the Applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an Appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the Highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Highways Objection
To remind you, Highways initially objected to the plans but then cancelled
their objection after a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do
the dangers identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just
because he misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2
additional occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? Why not
use that opportunity to refuse permission for 8? We are not looking at 2 extra
cars here, we are looking at 6 plus 2. If the Government thought that and 8
person development should go through on the nod, then the policy would
have been written to cover this.
Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the Planning Report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4
bedroom family home) and what it will become (a 7 person HMO populated by
working professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership and a
self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple).
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Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. 8 unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then card will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the Park on one
side, the Railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between 6 occupants (6 cars) and 8
occupants (8 cars), saying an increase of 2 cars is not significant. Try living
here. It certainly would make a significant difference, with additional
congestion, dangerous parking and increased noise from comings and
goings.
The Application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents make walk to work, or use organised transport, how to they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? The odds are by car.
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. The typical HMO houses very low income residents
who do have lower than average car ownership. However, the Applicant has
clearly stated that his target market is ‘working professionals’. We know there
is an influx of short/medium and long term contractors in the town, all of whom
travel in, usually by car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead
base car ownership levels on incorrect assumption and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop outside the Post Office where you regulary see queues of
traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a
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busy 4-lane highway. This demonstrates the lack of concern these car users
have for safety or traffic controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10 minute visit. This happens
already and 8 additional cars will make things dangerously worse.
We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to
the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to 5 cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction.
In summary, we believe the Application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood/residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by 8 unrelated adults (i.e. not a family
unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.”
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Extra Information for Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882.
Comments from 28 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends approval for the above application in spite of the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial resident’s parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Highways Objection
To remind you, highways initially objected to the plans but then cancelled their
objection after a telephone call from the planning department. How do the
dangers identified by the highways officer magically disappear just because
he misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2 additional
occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? Why not use that
opportunity to refuse permission for 8? We are not looking at 2 extra cars
here, we are looking at 6 plus 2. If the government thought that an 8 person
development should go through on the nod, then the policy would have been
written to cover this.
Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the planning report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems unable to understand that a 4 bedroom family
home will become a 7 person HMO populated by working professionals with a
high probability of individual car ownership and a self –contained flat with a
double bedroom which will likely be home to a couple.
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Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. 8 unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then card will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the park on one
side, the railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between 6 occupants (6 cars) and 8
occupants (8 cars), saying an increase of 2 cars is not significant. Try living
here. It certainly would make a significant difference, with additional
congestion, dangerous parking and increased noise from comings and
goings.
The application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents might walk to work, or use organised transport, how to they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? The odds are by car.
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. The typical HMO houses very low income residents
who do have lower than average car ownership. However, the Applicant has
clearly stated that his target market is ‘working professionals’. We know there
is an influx of short/medium and long term contractors in the town, all of whom
travel in, usually by car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead
base car ownership levels on incorrect assumption and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop outside the Post Office where you regulary see queues of
traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a
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busy 4-lane highway. This demonstrates the lack of concern these car users
have for safety or traffic controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10 minute visit. This happens
already and 8 additional cars will make things dangerously worse.

We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to
the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to 5 cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction.
In summary, we believe the Application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood/residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by 8 unrelated adults (i.e. Not a
family unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.”
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Extra Information Planning Committee 21.02.17- 2016/0882
Comments from 54 Park Avenue, Barrow-in-Furness
“I am disappointed to read your updated Planning Committee Meeting report
which recommends Approval for the above application in spite of the vast
amount of evidence and objection provided by local residents as to the
problems we foresee with parking and amenity.
If approved, this HMO will be the largest in a purely residential area in the
entire Borough. In addition, it will be the largest in an area which already has
partial Resident’s Parking in place due to the already significant demands on
the area for parking for numerous users. This sets an alarming precedent for
this street and similar streets in the town.
It appears that the financial needs of one individual, the Applicant, and the
Planning Department’s obvious fear of an Appeal (which is explicit throughout
each report published, and also forms part of the Highways response) takes
priority over a sensible, measured decision by the Planning Department.
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Highways Objection
To remind you, Highways initially objected to the plans but then cancelled
their objection after a telephone call from the Planning Department. How do
the dangers identified by the Highways Officer magically disappear just
because he misunderstood current planning policy? And why write off 2
additional occupants over and above the ‘permitted 6’ as irrelevant? Why not
use that opportunity to refuse permission for 8? We are not looking at 2 extra
cars here, we are looking at 6 plus 2. If the Government thought that and 8
person development should go through on the nod, then the policy would
have been written to cover this.

Subdivision and occupants
The ‘self contained studio bedroom with ensuite shower and kitchenette’ is
quite clearly a self contained flat. This means there will be 2 residences where
previously there was one. We believe that subdivision has not been
adequately considered in the Planning Report and not been highlighted to the
Highways Officer, who seems struggling with what the house is now (a 4
bedroom family home) and what it will become (a 7 person HMO populated by
working professionals with a high probability of individual car ownership and a
self –contained flat with a double bedroom which will likely be home to a
couple).
Until Highways reports on the likely impact of the above, we consider their
opinion to be invalid as it does not reflect the reality of the situation, a gross
procedural error.
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Noise
Whilst noise reduction measures may be part of the internal design of the
house, no allowance is made for comings and goings. 8 unrelated adults,
working shifts, parking, opening and closing car doors, opening and closing
the front door and internal fire doors – the noise from comings and goings will
be significant.
Parking
The attitude of the Planning Department appears to be that the street is
already busy so another 8+ cars won’t change the character of the area.
Planners also say if there are no spaces then cars will disperse and park
elsewhere. There is nowhere else to go. As previously stated, much of Park
Avenue doesn’t benefit from overspill streets and we have the Park on one
side, the Railway lines on the other and Abbey Road, a busy 4-lane highway
with double yellow lines.
The Planners also trivialise the difference between 6 occupants (6 cars) and 8
occupants (8 cars), saying an increase of 2 cars is not significant. Try living
here. It certainly would make a significant difference, with additional
congestion, dangerous parking and increased noise from comings and
goings. My 86 year old father is unable to visit us Monday to Saturday as
there is just no-where to park on our street from at least 6.30am in the
morning. People are also parking in the residents bays and disregarding
restrictions as they know lack of Traffic Wardens mean they are unlikely to get
a ticket, they also show total disregard for residents by parking across and
blocking our driveways.
The Application has ZERO off street parking provision. Whilst it is within
walking distance of town, the Applicant has stated that the residents will be
working professionals, probably from the Wind Farm or BAE. Whilst the
residents may walk to work, or use organised transport, how to they travel to
and from their main residence to 4 Park Avenue in between their multiday/week shifts? The odds are by car.
The most recent comment from Highways looks at typical levels of car
ownership for an HMO. The typical HMO houses very low income residents
who do have lower than average car ownership. However, the Applicant has
clearly stated that his target market is ‘working professionals’. We know there
is an influx of short/medium and long term contractors in the town, all of whom
travel in, usually by car, from elsewhere. Why ignore the evidence and instead
base car ownership levels on incorrect assumption and old data?
There is much parking demand from Royal Mail customers collecting parcels
from the Abbey Road depot. Between 300 and 500 parcels are collected per
day. We estimate that at least a third of parkers (ie 100- 150 cars per day)
use Park Avenue parking. If there are no spaces here they are more likely to
park in the bus stop outside the Post Office where you regulary see queues of
traffic, parked on double yellows outside the Post Office on Abbey Road, a
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busy 4-lane highway. This demonstrates the lack of concern these car users
have for safety or traffic controls.
Alternatives to parking in the bus stop are in Park Avenue residents bays,
across the back street behind 156 Abbey Road, and across garages and
driveways. They won’t park further afield for a 10 minute visit. This happens
already and 8 additional cars will make things dangerously worse.
We will see increased parking in the backstreet behind 156 Abbey Road,
which is already a problem. Photographs have previously been submitted to
the Planning Department showing the daily usage for up to 5 cars, but these
have been ignored. Vehicles have to reverse in or out of this backstreet,
reversing over a busy pedestrian pavement and onto Park Avenue close to a
main junction.
In summary, we believe the Application will have a significant detrimental
impact on the residents of Park Avenue. The effect of the HMO on the
neighbourhood/residential amenity will be immense and adversely affect the
adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among other factors) parking, noise,
disturbance, overlooking from converted building with little amenity space
meaning more intense use of bedrooms by 8 unrelated adults (i.e. not a family
unit), loss of privacy and increase in artificial lighting.
Thank-you in advance for considering my objections.”
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Comments from 146 Abbey Road, Barrow-in-Furness
“We would like to further object to the Planning Application B20/2016/0882
submitted for the following reasons versus the policy requirements:
Having reviewed the replies from the Planning Officer and Highway's, we feel
these are of a poor standard and the recommendations flawed.
Policy B6 has clearly not been met by this application and members of the
board should not consider the report when reviewing this application.
POLICY B6
i) There is no detriment to the residential amenity of neighbouring properties,
especially with respect to the loss of privacy;
ii) Adequate car parking facilities can be produced without placing an
unacceptable strain on the on-street parking facilities;
The effect of the HMO on the neighbourhood/residential amenity will be
immense and adversely affect the adjoining neighbours, by reason of (among
other factors) parking, noise, disturbance, overlooking from converted
building, loss of privacy, increase in artificial lighting and flood risk.
Parking
The development of the HMO would adversely affect highway safety or the
convenience of road users, evidence has already been given to the planning
department with photos taken throughout the day and evening at different
times, parking on or around the area is almost impossible.
Emergency services are restricted by a narrow back street and main street
congested with motor vehicles, this is without doubt an accident waiting to
happen.
Vehicles already have to reverse down the back street which is dangerous to
some unsuspected person. The addition of 8 or more vehicles will create
additional strain and intensify the profound challenges we already experience
such as obstruction to pedestrian and vehicle movements. The site visit,
should have highlighted the parking issues and the impact this has on the
local community.
Noise pollution
In particular, compared to a family, a group of single adults are more likely to
have their own televisions, their own stereos, overnight visitors (more cars
and noise), more parties, and to have less concern for their neighbours as
they aren't usually long-term residents and don't care if they fall out. They are
also likely to do plenty of socialising both in the house and out (coming and
going late at night).
Fire doors can cause havoc to adjoining neighbours and properties because
of the heavy pounding/hammering impact when being closed. Because of the
noise these fire doors creates, it will cause a detrimental effect on physical
and emotional wellbeing making neighbours life's a misery.
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HMO scheme should stipulate and force the landlord to soundproof their
property if they use fire doors!!!
Please refer to the topic online below:
http://www.safelincs-forum.co.uk/topic/4290-noisy-door-closer-slamming-witha-bang
Other noises
HMO(s) fire-safety equipment (alarms/smoke alarms) making noise, water
and drainage pipes resulting in noise issues or the possibility of flooding...(a
constant running pump in the property suggests this is already an issue)
Lack of soundproofing in the properties, for which the landlords are under no
legal obligation to bring up to the standard of the current building regulations
is a major concern.
With overlooking neighbours we are also subjected to light pollution. Lights
go on and off during the evening, night and early hours and this reflects into
the windows of the neighbours effecting sleep etc, this is another disturbance.
A light issue was discussed at the previous meeting for the basement of
number 4 and a statement was made about there "SHOULD" be enough
natural light.
I feel this statement to be inadequate, was thought given once all internal
structures/walls and furniture are in place which will cut the natural light down
significantly.
Regular HMO complaints founds online
Online reports show HMO complaints received which include the number of
cars parked, which included across residential drives (that required 24hr
access), drugs, parties, noise, bins left on street, litter, drunkeness, antisocial
behaviour, gangs of troubled youths hanging around, people coming and
going at all hours (shift workers), houses poorly maintained, scruffy looking
front gardens and house frontages, loud drunken conversations at all hours of
the day and night. The list goes on and on.
Residential v non-residential
In residential areas families and single home owners take a lot more pride in
their neighbourhood, there is much more of a neighbourhood/community feel
which includes concern for neighbours (elderly and children) and care of their
surroundings, which would be considerably less than those in an HMO who
have no investment in the HMO (which includes not having to pay 8 lots of
council tax).
HMO(s) issues in other districts are forcing families to leave the area.
Lots of these houses are rented out by landlords that don't maintain a liveable
standard, Examples are HMO's with mould, damp, rats and broken facilities.
Cost of restoring HMO to normal family use restricts the pool of suitable
housing for families to buy, this affects school viability if too many HMOs and
not enough families live in the area.”
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